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The French painter Pierre Bonnard (1867 – 1947) was shackled with
an obsessive love for his wife. Consequently, she appears in a lot
of his paintings – indeed if you look closely you can see her head,
bathed in blue, in the bottom right hand corner of this cover which
is taken from a painting by Bonnard. The purpose of the blue above
her head is that it matches the blue of the sky and thus it places
her close to heaven.
The painting is however called ‘The Open Window’ so Pierre, being
the jealous kind, wants to draw the viewer away from gloating at
his wife towards what is going on outside his lounge in the South
of France.
Outside the window in my picture, I have Dylan, looking like a
deranged gardener with a guitar, walking towards Bonnard’s wife
with intent. Pierre won’t be too pleased about that but there is a
joint obsession on display here: ours with Dylan and Bonnard’s with
his wife. The difference is that our obsession cannot be as intense
as Bonnard’s. Of course it can’t. Can it? But hold on a minute,
Dylan isn’t looking at Pierre’s wife at all – he is looking
straight at us. As Alfred Hitchcock might say: ‘It’s a take!’.
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The UK tour is feature heavily again here. In fact its ALL UK shows again. Traditionally now
the UK shows are usually well presented, it is a shame that the tapers seem to be very much on the
decline these days. After this years hassles though it is not hard to see why. But enough of this
prattle let’s take a look at what we have on view this month.

This first item is another “First “ I believe. With digital gear as hot as it is these days most of us
are probably aware that excellent still shots can be taken from video recordings. Bearing that in
mind it is easy to see how this came about All the films are generally very sharp and often go to
head and shoulders, however they are short and virtually all are fragments of songs only.
Thankfully the longest section is reserved for the first, Brighton, which is quite fortunate as this
seems to be the only UK show that is not circulating completely on video.
Pictures from each are included though if you can locate this video it is likely to be as a complete
item.
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BRIGHTON
20:00
Subterranean Homesick Blues / Mr Tambourine Man@/ Cold Irons Bound/ Rainy Day Women /
Man Of Constant Sorrow/ Like A Rolling Stone / I Shall Be Released / Honest With Me / Blowin In
the Wind@/ All Along the Watchtower

BOURNEMOUTH
15:00
Absolutely Sweet Marie /Leopardskin Pillbox Hat / Not Fade Away / Like A Rolling Stone/ Honest
WitH Me/ Blowin In The Wind/ Highway 61 Revisited

CARDIFF
6:30
Things Have Changed / Like A Rolling Stone / Blowin In The Wind @ / All Along The Watchtower

MANCHESTER
5.00
Don’t Think Twice @/ Things Have Changed / Blowin In The Wind @ / All Along the Watchtower
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LONDON 12th
Honest With Me / Knockin On Heavens Door @ / All Along The Watchtower

7:00

OK Lets move on to more conventional material shall we, still in the UK of course we have:

D5 A8s S9 H 8 F 8 I BC4
04-05-02
BRIGHTON DOME, BRIGHTON
42.00
I Am The Man, Thomas @ / If Not For You @ / Its Alright Ma @ / To Ramona @ / Tweedle Dum
& Tweedle Dee / Can’t Wait / Subterranean Homesick Blues / Lonesome Day Blues (e)
Another super film from this very lively show, once again I understand cut short by those ever
vigilant security people. Judging by the songs it seems as if security caught everyone within five
minutes of each other.

D4 A7s S7 H 7 F 8 I BC7
05-05-02
BOURNEMOUTH
132.00
Wait For The Light @/ If Not For You @ / Desolation Row @ / Mama You Bin On My Mind @/
Absolutely Sweet Marie / Lonesome Day blues / Subterranean Homesick Blues / Cry Awhile / Boots
Of Spanish leather @ / Hard Rain @ / Don’t Think Twice @ / Summer Days (s) / Not Dark Yet /
Drifters escape / Leopardskin Pillbox Hat/// Like A Rolling Stone / Forever Young @ / Honest With
me / Blowin In The Wind @ / Highway 61 Revisited
This is most welcome, certainly better than other efforts from this show and pretty much the whole
show too. Good use of panning to other people, a nice watchable film worth seeking out.
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D7 A8s S7 H 7 F 8 I BL5
06-05-02
CARDIFF, WALES
132.00
Hummingbird (s)@ / Times They Are A Changin @ / Its Alright Ma @ / Its All Over Now Baby
Blue @ / Solid Rock/ Positively Fourth Street / Lonesome Day Blues / Suck Inside Of Mobile (f)/
Masters Of War @ / Visions Of Johanna@ / Tangled Up In Blue @ / Moonlight / Summer Days /
Wicked Messenger / Rainy Day Women 12 & 35 / /// Things Have Changed / Knockin On Heavens
door @ / Honest With Me / Blowin In The Wind @
I thought this was one of the best shows, particularly good to see Solid Rock sadly missing from the
other film of this show. The taper is at an acute angle and this does result in some cables being in
the way. Charlie gets in front of Bob too sometimes (see second pic) but overall this is a fine film
and worth seeing.

D4 A8s S7 H7 F 8 I BR
10-05-02
BIRMINGHAM
Love Sick (i) / Forever Young @ / Honest With Me / Blowin In The Wind @

19.00

Not sure why this is so short , though the tribulations of the taper can be seen. This was also one of
the heaviest shows for security so the taper may well have erred on the side of caution. What you get
though is worth a view.
Darker than the other films this month, though of course it was at the show also!

All in all a good run this month. As I said before though the volume of films is quite deffintely
Reducing these days. Quite a few are circulating only as video discs also, which I guess is
An inevitable change towards the future. We do need to keep things up to date here though so if any
of you know of any films that I have not as yet listed, from any period but especially current, please
do let me know.

Till Next Time

Chris Cooper
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A Fistful of Tapes
This time around we can begin reviewing the August/September tour of USA/Canada. Maybe it’s
familiarity, maybe not but these shows sound lack-lustre. Positively dull at times. As always with
Dylan there is something there in every show which grabs you , and Dylan is varying things, moving
them around, trying new arrangements and so forth. Strangely enough this may not be borne out by
the reviews below since there are many performances in a number of shows which work well. I
guess that the whole is less than the sum of the parts in the case of this tour. Oh well, I expect that
you will completely disagree but it may be time for a break from the road.
But first a previously missing show has turned up:
Salt Lake City

9th June 1999

We have waited a while for this show from the city whence shows never emerge. This is from the
joint Paul Simon tour you’ll recall and the show starts with the Dylan/Simon duets. They were
ordinary then and the passage of time has done nothing to enhance them. This is followed by the
Dylan show proper and, to be frank, it’s not much cop. A largely unadventurous set is salvaged by a
decent shot at Masters Of War, a driving version of All Along The Watchtower and a truly
excellent Not Dark Yet. Forget the rest and move on.

Worcester

2nd August

This first show of the tour was probably a decent one but it’s hard to tell from the sound quality of
this CD-R. The sound is dull and distorted. It is worth highlighting the return of Never Gonna Be
The Same Again after a very lengthy absence. Now many people will see this as a backward step
but I may be the only person in the world who likes this song. Anyway, Dylan has worked up a new
arrangement for it which really does it no favours at all. Though I may well get to like it, this very
slow, stop-start version drags on first hearing.
Newport

3rd August

Next night it is a journey back to the (bitter?) past with a show at Newport. Bizarrely, Dylan wore a
disguise throughout the show to foil the camera wielding audience. However he did put on a halfdecent show. After a dull opening, particularly the lifeless and listless Times things began to
improve with Desolation Row, got better again on Mama and finally took off with a rousing Down
In The Flood. The following mid-section of the show maintained this high quality – 4th Street at its
stately best, a very energetic Subterranean Homesick Blues, a version of Cry Awhile where Dylan
simply attacks the song and a very delicate Girl Of The North Country. Sadly Dylan then breaks
the spell when he decorates Tangled Up In Blue with some god-awful guitar plucking. Apart from
Summer Days which swings like mad, the rest of the show is dull even though he throws in a rare
You Ain’t Goin’ Nowhere which cries out for more Dylan vocal and less of a big backing chorus.
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Augusta

4th August

This recording features a noisy audience, always a distraction. Nice to hear a confident, driving If
You See Her Say Hello though this time the lyric changes are quite inferior. Anyone agree? A pity
to hear such a strained vocal on Tears Of Rage, this following a stab at Tombstone Blues which
does not work. Dylan unveils a new arrangement for High Water which features a prominent backbeat, thus changing the nature of the song. Sounds good though. Probably the best performance of
the show is Cold Irons Bound featuring a great vocal – he really puts something into this.
Halifax, NS

6th August

An up and down show in which Dylan never quite manages to sustain his performance. There is
much that is pleasant without being spine-tingling which does not really make for a good show. The
undoubted high-spot is Masters Of War.
Moncton

8th August

Another in and out show but certainly better than the previous one. Very nice to hear Tom
Thumb’s Blues but it is not terribly well sung. Once again Masters Of War is spritely, this time as
song number 4 rather than in the song 10 slot. Cry Awhile is really funky, again a strong vocal
effort. High Water succeeds once more and there is a lovely version of Tomorrow Is A Long
Time. The take on It’s Alright Ma returns much of the tension to the song rendering it much better.
It is followed by a very nicely played My Back Pages albeit with a quite fraught vocal. Nice harp
coda mind.
St. John

9th August

Once more Masters of War takes the biscuit but is also joined by a few other stunners most
prominently, Visions of Johanna. Both Cold Irons Bound and Moonlight are worthy features but
is it sad to hear the mess Dylan makes of Lay Lady Lay (clumsy guitar work) and to a lesser extent
Man In The Long Black Coat (disappointing vocal).
Quebec

10th August

Nice show, nice sound, Dylan sounds like he is in control and quite relaxed. Once again it is an iffy
start with Man In The Long Black Coat which comes over as lifeless but then he picks things up
with a quite restrained and very nice rendition of Love Minus Zero/No Limit. The momentum
continues with an excellent, tight, inventive go at Tweedle Dee followed by a surprisingly
reasonable effort on Just Like A Woman even if it is too protracted. Once again Moonlight and
Masters Of War are well done but both are surpassed by a very laid back Baby Blue which swings
unbelievably. Shame about the now very, very boring heavy rock of Drifter’s Escape.
Montreal

12th August

Neither here nor there, pretty much your average show this one. Listen out for another relaxed and
confident Baby Blue, perhaps just too long and another rumbling Tweedle Dee. Probably the
performance highlight is Hard Rain.
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Kanata

13th August

The very next night and pretty much the same sort of show. It takes until the fifth song for the
concert to really begin to gel when Dylan unleashes the madly-swinging ‘Til I Fell In Love With
You then an unusually groovy Stuck Inside of Mobile. The rest is pleasant but, to these ears,
ordinary.
Hamburg, NY

15th August

Back to the USA, this is the first show we’ve heard with the new opening announcement which
attempts to paint Dylan’s career and place in music history in a few sentences. It really is not worthy
of the man to sanction such ego-caressing stuff when the simple previous, factual announcement is
good enough. Bad move, bad move, bad move. The show starts with a new opener, A Voice From
On High, a Bill Monroe song in the mould of all of the other openers he has been using lately. A
reasonable show then ensues. I’ll Be Your Baby Tonight features a nice harp solo but the
following song, It’s Alright Ma sounds sadly very routine. However, things pick up immediately
with a spirited Forever Young “showcasing “ crap Dylan guitar work and then yet another rolling
Tweedle Dee. This song is really beginning to shape up on stage now. Under The Red Sky which
follows is good to hear and very well played and the comes Subterranean Homesick Blues which
is so tight, this one really does hit the mark now. After that the show settles into a routine groove
with few highlights or wrinkles.
Omaha

21st August

Oh dear, yet another curate’s egg. Early on we get a very ragged vocal effort on Senor which does
not bode well for the remainder of the set. However, by song 4, Girl Of The North Country,
Dylan has managed to get going and this is a much better performance. Sadly it is followed by Solid
Rock (competent, no more than that) and Just Like A Woman (dreary). High Water, in the current
hard arrangement restores things and later on Standing In The Doorway comes over superbly
(menacing, slow). On this recording Watchtower is incomplete, fading out after the first verse.
Edmonton

22nd August

Not much to say about this one. Another routine effort lit by an extremely delicate, almost
disappearing Boots Of Spanish Leather and a well-nailed Subterranean Homesick Blues. Also
Cry Awhile is very mean which makes it work.
Saskatoon

26th August

Still Canada and still the Mounties do not get their man. Another ordinary show full of workmanlike
performances. Those that rise above are It’s Alright Ma and This World Can’t Stand Long. But
will Dylan ever be able to breathe life into Lay, Lady, Lay again? He certainly does not succeed
this time around.

Restless Farewell for now.
Mike and John
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By Mark Carter
The weather is turning cooler, the leaves on the trees are turning golden, my pet tortoise is getting ready to
hibernate (at least this is what should be happening not global warming fucking everything up) and I’m still
typing up reviews for an album that was released a year ago. Here we go then.
Starting with the German Press, Andreas Montag in the Mitteldeutsche Zeitung reckoned that it was as great
as Time Out Of Mind, maybe even greater, whilst Andreas Kunz in Stereo summed up:”…Neil Young should
be eaten up with envy because he hasn’t produced anything comparable for a decade now.” The reviewer in
Neue Ruhr Zeitung claimed that the glue that holds this album together isn’t the backing band but Dylan’s
“brilliantly controlled” voice and Die Woche’s Max Fellman compared Love And Theft with Leonard
Cohen’s imaginatively titled Ten New Songs (unless it contains nine or eleven new songs, in which case it’d
be hilarious) and decided that Bob is the winner.
Musikexpress concluded that Love And Theft is a lighter and more varied album than TOOM but that time
would tell which was the better album and R.Dorschel, in Hamburger Morgenpost, was impressed that Dylan
“refused to give the world the epic successor to Time Out Of Mind. Uwe Kading, in the Frankfurter Neue
Presse found it “ a solid piece of work” and a “profound goldmine for Dylanologists” and Starbrucker
Zeitung’s Udo Feist was only prepared to say that it was “a successful work, if not a masterpiece.”
Stuttgarter Zeitung’s schizophrenic Michael Werner decided that it was “very brilliant” and “very banal”
all in the same sentence and Stern reckoned that it was good simply because Dylan sounded happy.
The reviewer for Austria’s Neues Volksblatt reckoned that the lyrics were “teeming” with quotes and then
goes on to treat us to a quote supposedly from Highwater that is actually from Floater. Reinhold Gruber,
writing for (deep breath here) Austria’s Oberosterreichische Nachrichten didn’t like it, not even the “quite
agreeable” Honest With Me, with the whole album failing to “surpass mediocrity” whilst Urs Bruderer, in
Switzerland’s Berner Zeitung, liked it well enough but ultimately decided to sit on the fence and “live with
it” for a while before giving his final verdict.
Over in America, The Oracle’s Wade Tatangelo concluded that, at 60, “rock’s most venerable icon is
making some of the most inspired music of his career.” And the Cleveland Plain Dealer’s John Petkovic
called it “ a valentine delivered by a wounded romantic to a music he keeps on stealing from, lovingly.”
The Cincinnati Enquirer’s Larry Nager found Dylan, “still reshaping American roots music into something
new, rocking with wit, grace and power” and Clay McCuiston, on Kansan.com, simply stated that “this isn’t
an album for the faint hearted”.
And now onto reviews for the Oct – Nov 2001 tour, of which there are many.
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Randy Erickson trooped off to the La Crosse Center to review what he saw for the La Crosse Tribune and
he liked what he saw; “True to his reputation, much of his singing was unintelligible, but what he lacked in
enunciation he more than made up for with passion, a worthy trade.” Dave Tianen reviewed the U.S. Cellular
Arena show for the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel and praised the band, Dylan’s obvious enjoyment and his
voice which is “hardly elegant, but has a certain old shoe charm.”
For the Sioux City Journal, Bruce Miller waxed positive about the Orpheum Theatre gig: “…It was his
one man music appreciation course… This wasn’t an artist rolling through his greatest hits. It was a musician
discovering new meaning in old songs. The Chicago Sun-Times’ Jim DeRogatis was at the United Center
and, amidst a show that “refused to treat his songs as museum pieces”, witnessed a show-stopping version of
Masters Of War; “… It’s doubtful he ever sang it with more passion than he did at the United Center.”
Canada’s Alan Niester, reviewing for the Globe and Mail, enjoyed both the new and old material at the Air
Canada Centre; “…as Dylan showed to a revereant and appreciative crowd of about 10,000, old age and
wisdom do not necessarily come at the expense of dynamism.” Debra Bell was just as positive about the
Bryce Jordan Center Show for the Penn State Collegian; “….the show was an extremely memorable one and
showed that when it comes down to it, all you need for a great show is a talented band and some truly great
music.”
The Detroit News’ Kevin Ransom was impressed, on the whole, with the Cobo Arena performance,
especially “a sultry, swampy rendition of Cold Irons Bound that was downright chilling.” Mark Bialczak,
reviewing the Onondaga County War Memorial Show for the Syracuse Post-Standard, seems to be in
something f a minority when he sates that “ Dylan was enunciating better than ever too, making his spicy
lyrics clear and understandable.” The Dominion Post’s Jim Bissett was also relieved that Dylan didn’t bring
a predictable greatest hits package to the WVU Coliseum;”…The singer was at his croaking best as he
twisted, turned and trashed (with glorious results) his standard catalog of songs..”
Michael Leelo, writing for the online magazine (what will they think of next?) Jambands.com was also at
Penn States Bryce Jordan Center and was delighted to find Dylan still singing for the times ; “..Who knew the
apocalypse could sound as good? … Maybe “This World Can’t Stand Long”, but if Dylan has his way, we’re
going to go down laughing, crying, reflecting and relishing every minute of it.” The impossibly named Erinn
Exline turned in a positive, if rather starched, review of the West Virginia University show for the Daily
Athenaeum, “…Although Dylan’s voice isn’t the most pleasant one to tune in to, he is quite the character to
watch… Watching him, one might be reminded of an old leprechaun….This was a sight to see, to say the
least. The show was worth going to, regardless of Dylan’s fading voice. He is an excellent musician and
lyricist and interesting to watch.” I don’t think I’ve ever read such a prim and proper review. More Tea,
Vicar?
The Washington Post’s David Segal especially enjoyed the MCI Center gig because it didn’t follow any
musical niceties:”..Beauty has rules. Ugly is a realm without borders …he sang in a bronchial rasp that would
frighten the Marlboro man into a tar free life. He honked when he was supposed to harmonize, and wheezed
like a guy with a head cold trying to clear his throat with an ice scraper.” So it’s true then; his vocals are
getting better. At the same venue, The Washington Times’ Ken McIntyre worried less about the voice and
more about the stature of the material; “…Mr. Dylan revelled in the playful and muscular vitality of his latest
songs while unreeling often-breathtaking versions of the durable 1960’s classics that made him an icon of
American popular song.”
The Madison Square Garden show brought out the critics in force, where they witnessed not only a terrific
show but an unusually talkative Bobster, telling the audience that most of his songs were written in New
York, and the ones that weren’t were recorded there, before adding, “Nobody has to ask me how I feel about
this town.” Whilst acknowledging that, autobiography or not, Dylan is “hardly ready for any restless
farewells”, New York Newsday’s Steve Matteo also heaped recognition on the band’ “…With barnstorming
fervour, dexterous playing and musical versatility, Dylan’s backing band has had as much to do with the
success of this tour as any he has undertaken.” The New York Daily News’ David Hinckley was just as
positive; “..nothing surpassed Sugar Baby, a song from Love And Theft that’s so enchanting you wish he had
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done three or four other new ones, like Mississippi or Po’ Boy. How many veteran artists ever make you say
that ?” Jay Lustig, reviewing for New Jersey’s Star-Ledger, also enjoyed the same song, which “benefited
from some of Dylan’s most nuanced singing of the night.”
Finally for this month, deep into the tour now, there was another positive review of the Mohegan Sun
Arena Show by Kevin O’Hare for the Union News; “…It was a brilliant blend of new and vintage songs.”
A roundup of other odds and sods to finish with, the most interesting being Rolling Stone’s year-end double
issue, which not only featured Love And Theft as the album of the Year (with a nice photo of Dylan and the
musicians at the recording sessions) but also included Bob as one of The People Of The Year. Along with a
lovely colour photo of Bob and one of his dogs by Ken Regan. It featured an outtake from Mikal Gilmore’s
recent Rolling Stone Interview in which Bob talks at length about the upcoming (God Willing) first volume of
Chronicles: “There’s a whole bunch of pages piled up. It’s a biography. It’s biographical in every sense of the
word. But there’s more to it than that because I’m a public figure, and so I can mention all kinds of things that
have been written about already, but I bring a different resonance to it. My story on myself would have to be
more interesting than anybody else that could look at it from the outside, right?” Sure thing, Bob.
In an article on the Sun Records tribute album God Rockin’ Tonight, the Chicago Sun-Times’ Dave
Hoekstra interviews Sun Records founder Sam Phillips. “Earlier this year Bob was appearing at the New
Daisy Theater. He came out to my house and spent the whole afternoon with me. He had been in Arkansas.
He likes to see where it all started, where people picked cotton and all of the things we did to make a living
when farming was king in the south. Damn if Bob didn’t call me himself, he said, “I’m over in Arkansas but I
want to see you.” I don’t know of a time I’ve enjoyed shooting the breeze with anybody, I enjoyed more than
Bob. And he is not comfortable talking to people. Boy, he sure opened up. I’m a Dylan fan. Everybody knows
he can’t sing. And the reason he can’t sing is why he’s so good. He’s honest about it.”
And finally, Novembers Record Collector not only carried all of the available information on the
Chronicles series (the first volume has been described as “highly anecdotal. Coffeehouse era.”) but also Peter
Doggett’s pretty accurate summing-up of Love And Theft’ “…In the wake of the World Trade Center attacks,
with the threat of chemical poison blowin in the wind and global destruction debated on TV, the knife edge
humour and bleak surrealism of Dylan’s album made perfect sense,. You wouldn’t want to live there, but
sometimes we have no choice.”
Enough already. I’ve typed all this out in one evening and I’m knackered and Richard Harris in the “is it
supposed to be funny?” Orca:Killer Whale movie has just started on TV. So it’s time to turn everything off.
See ya next month.

THANKS (YET AGAIN) TO: GRAHAM ASHTION (for 85% of the above) JENS WINTER (for 14%) and
ME (I bought Record Collector myself !!)
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WONDER BOY
By Richard Lewis

************
I first read a book by James Elroy about twelve years ago. It was called The Black Dahlia and it was
unlike any other crime novel that I had ever read. It turned out to be the first of a quartet of novels
that moved through Los Angeles from 1942 up to 1959.
The third book was called L.A.Confidential and amazingly, in 1997, was made into a superb film
starring Kevin Spacey, Russell Crowe, Kim Bassinger and Danny DeVito. The screenplay was
adapted from Elroy’s novel by Brian Hedgeland and Curtis Hanson and won them an Academy
Award. Curtis Hanson was also the director.

So when I heard that Dylan had written a new song for the film Wonder Boys I was interested to note
that the director was once again Curtis Hanson. As we now know Dylan won himself an Oscar for
this track. As I wrote at the time I was pleased to buy the entire soundtrack as it featured not only
Dylan but also Buffalo Springfield, Leonard Cohen, John Lennon, Neil Young and Van Morrison.

The music video that Dylan made seemed to get right inside the film and into the mind of the central
character Grady Tripp (Michael Douglas) as Dylan and Douglas kept changing places. Having
recently got a DVD player I decided to get Wonder Boys on DVD whenever I saw it at a reasonable
price. Last week it popped up in the HMV sale for £10 so I snapped it up.

The DVD has a number of extras (special features) including the Bob Dylan music video for Things
Have Changed. There is also a section called “Singer/songwriters of Wonder Boys with commentary
by Curtis Hanson.” First of all he comments on the songs by Ritchie Furay, Lennon, Young and
Morrison saying that he chose “a group of songs that underscore the bitterness of success and its
aftermath as well as the yearning for purpose, renewal and love that delicately connects the main
characters.” Then there is a special section on Bob Dylan, the premiere singer songwriter, the
quintessential Wonder Boy, who has succeeded in continuously challenging himself and his listeners
and in so doing has remained creative and vital over the decades and as a result his creative output
is interwoven into all of our lives

Hanson then goes on to discuss the other Dylan songs in the film, Not Dark Yet (the section in the
film was shot to “accommodate” Dylan’s lyrics), Buckets of Rain (reflecting the weather and soul of
the location in Pittsburgh) and Shooting Star (Hanson quotes out Poet Laureate as saying that Dylan
is one of the greatest artists of the 20th Century.)
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Then Hanson says that whilst they were shooting on location in Pittsburgh he learned that Dylan was
considering a request to write an original song for the film. He says that this had always been a
dream of his since Dylan’s collaboration with Pecking on the soundtrack of Pat Garrett and Billy the
Kid some 27 years before. Hanson invites Dylan to the editing room to see some rough ‘cut footage
and they talk about Michael Douglas’ character Gene Tripp. Shortly after this Dylan goes back on
tour but then out of the blue a CD arrives in the mail.

It is Bob Dylan singing about “water under the bridge” and…. Dylan’s unique voice and imagery
capturing the spirit and troubles of Gene Tripp and in so doing the soul of Wonder Boys

Of course, the song also stands alone, as Dylan’s own caustic mid life commentary on life at the turn
of this new century. How lucky we are to have it!

My thoughts entirely.

**************************
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HIPSTERS, FLIPSTERS

& FINGER POPPIN’ DADDIES!

By C.P.Lee
When Dylan was at home, he could be heard typing his lyrics long into the night. Chocolate
milkshakes seemed to be his main staple. Earth mother that I am, and a true believer in the
need for a balanced diet, I would insist that he come down for meals. I especially liked to feed
him horse-meat steaks, which I purchased in fillet form at the pet-food store, kasha, peas, and
salad.
Lisa Law, Flashing On The 60s, Chronicle Books, San Francisco, 1987.

Horse-meat!? From a pet-food store?! What kind of a home was this?
I should have guessed when I started the research for my piece about Bob Dylan and Tiny Tim that
things would change, and indeed they have. To put it more accurately, things have expanded. The
links and threads that I referred to in that article have grown even more tangled so that the patchwork
quilt has grown even bigger than it was, and now I need to go through everything twice in order to
accommodate the extra information.
Firstly, a correction – According to Lisa Law (of whom, more in a moment), Dylan first saw Tiny
Tim performing at Hugh Romney’s club in LA, which was called The Phantom Cabaret, not The
Little Theatre. Why exactly did Dylan go and see him perform that night? Not purely a whim it
would appear, but because he and Tiny were roomies, as the Americans would put it. That is to say,
they shared the same accommodation.
Lisa Law was your typical California Girl, blonde, leggy, fairly well to do, and, definitely, most
definitely, around at the right time, which for the purposes of this article is the 1960s.She left High
school in the early 60s and took off on a round the world trip on-board a yacht that got her as far as
Acapulco which she fell in love with. In 1964 and back in California the world was changing and
what was to become known as ‘the Counter-Culture’ was beginning to emerge. Lisa went to art
school in Marin County and somebody gave her a camera…
I was twenty-two and daring and went wherever the moment took me. The music scene was
starting to happen. Elvis had got the hips moving and the mind racing, and a movement was
being born. Everything seemed to happen at once. The war in Vietnam was escalating, Martin
Luther King, Jnr., was leading the fight for civil rights, people were dropping acid as often as
the pill, and music was expressing it all.
Lisa Law, Ibid
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Lisa travelled up and down the West Coast wherever the ‘moment took’ her, and along the way
photographed many of the new wave of musicians that were springing up, Paul Horn, The Byrds,
The Lovin’ Spoonful and The Beatles, being just a few. Then in the spring of 1965 she met a man
called Tom Law and that night they got married.
Tom worked as a road-manager for, believe it or not, Albert Grossman, and they met at a Peter, Paul
and Mary concert in Berkeley. “Who is THAT!?” she asked, and back came the answer, “That’s
your husband.” They had their wedding feast at original Joe’s in North Beach. Tom worked out his
notice for Albert and moved to LA where he and Lisa rented a house known as ‘The Castle’.
Set in its own three acres of land, in the Los Feliz Hills of Hollywood, the Castle was a four-storey
mansion built at the turn of the century in Spanish colonial style. It had a ballroom with a gold leaf
ceiling, a kitchen big enough to fit a ten-foot long table, turrets, sweeping staircases à la Douglas
Fairbanks, and indeed, it had a filmic history having been the residence of Bela Lugosi when he was
at the height of his fame and before drug addiction ruined him. By the mid 1960s it had become a
kind of shabby, run-down relic, but it was perfect for Tom and Lisa Law. In order to make ends
meet, Tom took a job as assistant director to Mike Nichols who was making Who’s Afraid of
Virginia Woolf? For extra cash they made use of their contacts in the entertainment world and rented
out suites on either a short or long term basis.
As a kind of celebrity crash pad it developed a reputation as ‘the place to stay when in LA’ for an
ever changing kaleidoscope of performers, eccentrics and stars. Not just a B&B either, local visitors
were most welcome too.
The Castle was the first place I ever heard the music of Bulgaria. I went in there one day in my
usual fashion – ripped to the tits – I was just as high as I could get – and someone was playing
the music of The Bulgarian National Folk Ensemble in Choir under the direction of Phillipe
Koutiv. That record taught me as much about harmony as The Everly Brothers, and that’s
saying something…
David Crosby, ibid
The Castle became the place to hang out. Lisa became a kind of house mother, cooking, cleaning and
generally looking after her guests… and hiding the dope. Mostly hiding the dope because she was
sure that their Shangri La would almost certainly get busted. It never did.
Occasionally they hired an electrician cum odd-job man to help out with things. He was called
Harrison Ford, but mainly it was Lisa who took care of things around the place. Probably because
she was known to everybody personally she was able to take photographs all the time, and a portion
of her book Flashing on The Sixties is devoted to her time at The Castle.
It’s no doubt due to Tom’s association with Albert Grossman that Dylan took to staying at The
Castle whenever he was in LA. Lisa Law –
Occasionally, after a long writing session, I would massage his (Dylan’s) neck and back. This
relaxed him and sometimes annoyed him because it sent him to sleep and interfered with his
workings. Those were the times I felt close to Dylan. Though he didn’t stop me from
photographing him, I was never comfortable doing it. He had a stare that intimidated me and
took my breath away.
Ibid
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Intimidated or not, the pictures of Dylan in her book are charming and intimate. In particular, a shot
that doesn’t actually feature him sums Dylan up perfectly. It’s of his desk in The Castle, and it
intrigues and infuriates both at the same time, because you can’t quite make out what’s actually
there, except for his typewriter, with any great degree of clarity.
But back to last issue’s ‘links and threads’, because that’s what draws me to Lisa’s story – Hugh
Romney, who was now metamorphosing into Wavy Gravy, has this memory of Dylan in her book –
The first time I saw Bob Dylan, he came wandering into the Gaslight Café on MacDougal
Street wearing Woody Guthrie’s underwear. I know that only in hindsight. He had a sign on
his guitar that said ‘THIS MACHINE KILLS FASCISTS’. He asked me if it was alright if he
performed, and I said, “Well, there’s a little lull. What’s your name kid?” He said, “Bob
Dylan.” And I said, “Ladies and gentlemen, here he is, a legend in his own lifetime. What’s
your name again?”
Ibid
Hugh and his wife Bonnie Beecher were regular visitors to The Castle because also staying there at
the same time as Dylan was Hugh’s protégé from New York – Tiny Tim –
He came to The Castle and sang ‘Tiptoe Through The Tulips’ from the balcony overlooking
the ballroom. He always carried a brown shopping bag with his ukulele in it, and if you were
lucky he would pull it out and play a sweet tune. I also remember that he ate a lot of canned
spinach and liked a private shower adjoining his room.
We called him Mr. Tim and treated him with enormous respect…
ibid
And that’s how Bob met Tim.
Also resident at the time Dylan stayed during his rehearsals for the world tour was man who has
virtually become an anathema to Dylan fans, though his credentials aren’t all that bad – Barry
MacGuire, erstwhile singer of PF Sloane’s Eve of Destruction, the pseudo-Folk Protest hit with its
growling vocals and sturm und drang lyrics that now, in 2002, appear to be frighteningly prophetic.
Such are the vagaries of life…
Tim Rose lived there for a while, and, shortly after Dylan headed off on his apocalyptic tour, Nico
and The Velvet Underground arrived. Let’s briefly rewind back to Nico – Dylan’s muse for I’ll Keep
It With Mine, and subsequently Lou Reed’s main squeeze, the tragic, Germanic aristocratic junkie
who, for some strange reason best known to herself, eventually came to linger away her twilight
years in a suburb of north Manchester.
Never mentioned by Lisa Law in her book, but living in one of the apartments was the man who I
personally regard as being Dylan’s closest competitor in the 1960s, Arthur Lee. The cover of Love’s
first album was taken in the back garden of The Castle and Lee wrote a tune with that name for their
second album Da Capo. As is to be expected, this beautiful Spanish influenced melody, full of
crashing flamenco guitars and esoteric lyrics about baggage, cloaks and staffs, was eventually
crucified by being used as the theme tune for BBC TVs Cliff Mitchelmore programme Holiday 69 –
And let’s not forget who introduced Dylan to British TV viewers on the Tonight programme in 1964
– Yes, Cliff Mitchelmore.
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So now we’ve got the Byrds, Harrison Ford, Tim Hardin accompanied by the lady from Baltimore
herself, Susan Hardin, neither of whom are to be confused with John Wesley, Nico, Tiny Tim, Lou,
Gerald, John, Sterling and Maureen, and not forgetting Andy Warhol himself, and the one and only
Arthur Lee, all in the same space at almost the same time. And then Tom and Lisa move away to
follow the hippy lifestyle by dragging a tepee across America in search of their dream.
The Castle slid gently into another level of genteel neglect and then it was bought in the late 1970s
by another character from Dylan’s life, this time a man who he most certainly doesn’t like, and who,
quite possibly bought the mansion with Dylan’s money.
The man in question was Marvin Mitchelson, the (in)famous divorce lawyer. The lawyer who
‘invented’ the concept of ‘palimony’ when he secured a settlement for Lee Marvin’s long-term
girlfriend upon their separation. The lawyer who represented Sara when she and Dylan got divorced!
It’s by no means unfeasible that Mitchelson used part of his fee off Sara (and thereby Dylan) to pay
for the Los Feliz residence. With so many threads and links flying around, anything seems possible.
Karma caught up with Mitchelson and he was jailed in 1996 for tax evasion and forced to sell Bela
Lugoi’s old home. Guess who bought it? Johnny Depp, that’s who. I’m sure there are more links and
threads there, but right now, I’ve gone about as far as I can with this one. Happy hunting!
If you want, you can see Lisa Law’s pictures and read her tales of yester year on the internet –
www.americanhistory.si.edu/lisalaw/3.htm
Her book Flashing On The Sixties is ISBN 0-87701-465-5
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WHAT was it you wanted?
by

jIM GILLAN

As ever, howdy to all. It’s taken ages to put fingers to keyboard, mostly on account of being real
busy on other things, but also because of a shortage of ideas. ‘No change there, then’, as any cynics
amongst you might say. But this is not just another voyage in to self-deprecation, or warped humour
on my part (though I was tempted to sub-title the piece ‘Opus Hopeless’). No, this is not the usual
unusual. Instead it is, in its own odd way, in part an essay on the problem of translating dreams,
feelings, desires and emotions in to a useful form. What else it might also be is something you will
have to decide.
Now then, many songwriters (Dylan et al), authors (Donna Tartt for one) and even humble
scribblers (can’t think of any for the moment) have hit periods when the creative stream stops, or
slowly dries up. For some artists things never recover; at which point they either give up, or settle
for less. And how do their audiences respond? ‘What IS this shit’ thunder some. BOO! go others.
Cries and explanations of ‘what happened’ clog the ether. Down in some murky pool, thickened by
ego and inadequacy, a ‘world authority’ turns his baleful eye on Self Portrait, Down in the Groove,
Shot of Love, Infidels, Knocked Out Loaded, Unplugged and writes a book. (Alright. I exaggerate –
but not by much)
Folks, the line between constructive and destructive criticism can be so fine as to be all but invisible.
Not that the former is necessarily helpful to anyone struggling to rediscover the muse, as even the
most well intentioned contribution can be a distraction. But I do not intend that to mean that there is
no role for commentary and/or criticism, whatever the form. I think it was Voltaire (not that it really
matters) who observed that ‘the proper role of the doctor is to keep the patient amused whilst nature
takes its course’. Which is fine for most things, except those requiring surgery. Now then, what
might this mean vis à vis Bob? Damn! A brick has just come through the window, with a note
wrapped round it. Glass everywhere. This is what is written on it :What sort of a loony are you!?
Why is it you keep on writing this sort of nonsensical
guff!!??
How come you can’t be a sensible chap and just
scribble what WE want to read!!!???
Signed
A fan!!!!????

Blimey! My thoughts, dreams really can be seen! And they are powerful enough to cause a reaction
from someone who has maybe never even met me. Armed with what looks like a huge supply of ?
and ! Both of which are dangerous in the wrong hands. Also it’s abundantly clear that there is no
need for the telephone, the Internet or even the bloke with the semaphore flags. Wow! Maybe there
is a collective consciousness that transcends technology! Maybe politicians, religious leaders and
even whole nations will stop posturing, will actually reach an understanding, will remove suspicion,
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exploitation, and oppression. Now THAT would be creative. But maybe I’m just dreaming and it
will still be lowest common denominator solutions, like bomb ‘em all.
Yes, I’ll come clean. I was in London for the ‘Stop the War’ demo. Repulsive as Saddam is, he’s
not the only one guilty of crimes against humanity. The politicians, military and industrialists of the
‘democracies’ (including the USA and the UK) who equipped him, who allowed his use of chemical
and biological weapons and whose primary concerns now are for their domestic economies and
agendas, have much to answer for. But they know that war has a way of deflecting attention away
from the real issues. And ‘collateral damage’, whilst always received with ‘deep regret’ in
Washington, Whitehall and elsewhere, will be spun as a ‘price worth paying’. Are we going to sit
by and let it happen? Or are we going to mix comment and criticism with action, showing that there
is another way?
Another brick. More glass. No note wrapped round it though. Which suggests that whoever is
chucking it has reacted destructively without even pausing to think constructively. Just like George
and Tony. Who are armed with a lot more than ! and ? Now where was I? Ah yes. Voltaire and
keeping amused. Bob, bless him, does occasionally react to opinion. And it sometimes makes for
some rather fine songs, Like A Rolling Stone for one. Not that this necessarily means that the tears
on his cheeks are always from laughter. Which is OK too, as it is often the darker side of creativity
that produces the finest work. So when the world tottered on the abyss and held its breath as the
Russian ships steamed towards Cuba, out poured some of his strongest, most compelling, songs.
Have you noticed that whilst anthems and flags belong to the victors, the best tunes and posters
come from the oppressed? A whole musical tradition would have never existed if history had been
distinguished by being only a GOOD THING.
Verdi would never have written Nabbucco,
Beethoven his Ninth Symphony, Behan the Patriot Game. No need for the Blues or Broadside
Records. And literature, art, theatre and cinema would all be very different. Damn! World peace
comes with a big price tag.
Well it’s unlikely that Bob will picket the White House and use his concerts as platforms of protest.
But even if he does it’s still also up to we. And if listening real hard to ‘Masters of War’ is what it
takes to prick your conscience, then fine. I simply hope that you too will take the time to add your
voice to those calling for sense to prevail. We can cope in those periods when Bob runs out of ideas,
but when politicians get stuck in a mindset, then it’s time for the planet and all on it (and not just
tired humanity) to watch out. What do you mean we can’t change things? Yes we can. Of course
we can.
And so, gentle reader, I’ve reached the end. I’m not sure how I got here, but that is often the way.
And it’s not all gloom. For look what I found on the other side of the paper :-

H. HARBOTTLE & SONS,

GLAZIERS
EXTRAORDINAIRE!
Vision not all it’s cracked up to be?
Don’t let broken windows be a pane!
Would that there can be a happy ending to everything.
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CAN YOU TELL ME WHERE WE’RE HEADING?
By
Chris Cooper
This seems terribly quick somehow, that is after the last few months of frenzied activity on the
Dylan front. At least in this household (And a few others I know of) Hardly seems like there is time
to do anything else recently.
The recent Convention also coincided quite closely our Cambridge meeting. To be honest I wasn’t
expecting a large audience especially as we were having a live band. Does that sound disparaging of
them ? I hope not as Dylanesque were very good, and they have played Cambridge before. But
talking to the punters it is DYLAN they come to see and other things are just a diversion. Diversions
are Ok as long as they don’t last longer than Bob does. Oh, better say in case you were wondering
we are talking about Bob on the TV here, he does not make any personal appearances. (Though we
have from time to time been asked when he is “on”) But there was a large crowd again. It made my
evening a little easier to be honest as there was less material for me to juggle. However it was not
entirely an easy evening. During the course of it I seriously considered resigning from the whole
event, as I was given some pretty heavy criticism by one of the fellow members that I was “always
on edge” lately.
This has certainly started me thinking since though. So please bear with me , this is not a soul
searching session. But I would like to ask you all some serious questions?

First
When does a hobby become an obsession? And when does the obsession
threaten your normal existence.??
Yes it is rather heavy isn’t it. Sorry about that. I started playing Bob Dylan records back in 1965.
And he has been constantly assaulting my ears ever since. I play music all the time, in fact . Of
course not always Dylan, as is well documented here before. I have tried to keep a balance but really
you cannot when you collect Bob as much as I do. To balance it would mean getting literally
hundreds of other records all the time and then you cannot play them all. I know. I have tried!
Then you start Bob-projects. Dylan base my database is one. It requires constant updating and work
as Dylan continues to tirelessly trudge the roads. And the John Green Days, and The Cambridge
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meetings, and Freewheelin-On-Line stuff. ??? See when I explain this it DOES sound like I am
whining I guess. So, am I?
Tell me people, how do you handle these things.

Second
How do you prioritize these things ?
I have a “things to do” board like you cannot believe. The days when things arrived and I rushed
them to the decks are over. Nowadays I usually have about 20 cds waiting to be played at any one
time. Does this happen to you also?
Be honest now.
I often have to put off one job to do others. I guess I am “old school” and try not to keep people
waiting so I do copies and things for others first. This causes delays on things like Dylanbase that
have to wait. Nowadays I find it also impinges on other things. E.g.: I love to read but have little
time spare to read anything purely for pleasure. SO I have a large quantity of novels waiting in line,
crazy or what?
Then it’s a question of

Three
Who do you let down?
The internet has made our lives quicker not easier I fear. I can see one way to resolve my own
problems dear reader is to just stop doing something’s. But what?
Because whatever you stop probably lets other people down. I don’t enjoy upsetting people, and
Like to think I “do my share of sharing” but whatever I stop means upsetting someone somewhere,
and thanks to the internet many others, who will probably communicate their concerns very quickly.
SO
Before you post me any valium or tell me to bugger off lets put some perspective in here.

Four
Is Time an enemy or not?
I often had put things aside by saying “I will have more time soon” now this is partly true. I can
retire in a couple of years and I used to think that was going to be an answer, but as I get nearer I
can see that it isn’t. As I get older and nearer the date I am less in favour of sealing myself into the
collecting world. I find I should give more time to many things. Any of you get that feeling also.
You know I have a great family who put up with this nonsense. My Dizzy must really love me to
put up with it all. No matter what I do she always stands by me. I could name many collectors who
became casualties of Dylan’s constant activity. You know. “Choose Bob or me?” (They don’t
always stay with their partner either!) I have never been in such a position and sometimes I find
myself wondering perversely if that is for the best or not. Have you ever had to make such choices??
So it’s onwards and upwards .
Let me know how you fit life in with things. Email me
ChrisC@dylanbase.freserve.co.uk
And if anyone bothers I will let you know.
By the way I have started on the path to rehabilitation by removing myself from trading circles
outside of Dylan.
Well it’s a small start down the path to freedom!
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The Hardboiled Art of D McLoughlin
By Robert Forryan
Something seemed to shine through all the programmes and articles which surrounded the 25th
anniversary of the death of Elvis: what a nice, unspoiled guy he was. I don’t think I heard anyone
say a bad word about Elvis. And he was so generous. OK, he could afford to be, but when has there
ever been a necessary connection between wealth and generosity? He was, in so many ways, a
simple country boy. You could never imagine him treating people the way Dylan did in 1965. I
always hated that about the young Dylan - all that stuff you see in ‘Don’t Look Back’.

But I never made a hero out of Elvis and I wonder why that is. Maybe I need a hint of danger in my
heroes; need them to be very unlike myself. I don’t meant to say that I’m as nice as Elvis but I’m
certainly no Dylan. In fact, I’m about as far from Dylan as it’s possible to be: can’t sing or play a
note on any musical instrument, and certainly can’t write poetry. But there is one thing I share with
Dylan – we were both children at the time when stories of the Old West and films about cowboys
and indians were popular with kids. Dylan and I were raised on the same myths and some of those
myths have persisted in his songs.

When I was at primary school I collected all sorts of Wild West comics and books. The best, the
most authentic of all the children’s books was ‘The Buffalo Bill Wild West Annual’ which was
published each year from 1949 until 1961. You could only buy the ‘Buffalo Bill Annual’ in one
shop: Woolworths, though mine seemed to come from Greenland on Christmas morning. Recently I
have discovered the reason for the book’s success and its seeming authenticity. There was a minor
genius behind the book. His name was Denis McLoughlin (1918-2002) and he was a mild-mannered
illustrator and artist from Bolton, Lancashire.

Denis had a fascination for all things American – especially the Old West, but he also loved
detective and gangster fiction and ‘B’ movies of that genre. It was Denis’s illustrations allied to his
own painstaking research into the true history of the Old West that made the ‘Buffalo Bill Annuals’
so successful. His graphic style has been described as tough, blunt, rough-hewn – perfectly matching
the characters he portrayed. His output, as an illustrator of detective, western and science fiction
books and comics was prodigious. And like Dylan his work is hunted down – in secondhand book
and charity shops and at car boot sales – by a number of completist collectors, and there’s an awful
lot to collect. He was that unusual.

‘The Buffalo Bill Wild West Annual’ enjoyed phenomenal success in the early and mid-1950s when
cowboys’n’indians were so popular with children. It was also the time when the Lone Ranger &
Tonto were riding down the line on our tiny black and white TV screens, along with a dozen other
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regular western TV series: The Range Rider, Gene Autry, Roy Rogers, Hopalong Cassidy, Wagon
Train, Rawhide, Sugarfoot, Cheyenne, Bronco, Maverick. Like someone said, it seemed like a gravy
train that would never run out of steam, until it did. At its peak the ‘Buffalo Bill Annual’ sold some
250,000 copies per year. Apart from the comic strips and other illustrations – all drawn by
McLoughlin – some issues contained as many as 16 full-colour plates painted by him; as well as the
covers which were all his work too.

Denis did all he could to ensure both quality and authenticity. He said: “working on the Buffalo Bill
Annuals was a real labour of love, though, in my opinion, the first issue was a washout. It had to be
rushed through at terrific speed”. However, as the years passed the publishers recognised Denis’
talent and gave him the time he needed. By the third annual his style had improved considerably and
he used a variety of shading techniques to produce realistic pictures with a wealth of detail.

He said: “The Buffalo Bill Annuals definitely got better as they went along. For each new annual I
would be given a blank dummy of the book and I would work out the layout of the pages: which
would be in colour, which would be the typed areas and which would be the strips. Each Buffalo Bill
Annual took six months to complete.” David Ashford, who wrote a small book on ‘The Hardboiled
Art of D McLoughlin’ says: “There have never been any western strips that match the authenticity
and power of those to be found in these annuals, and no annual has ever been designed with such
lavish care and attention”.

So what has this to do with Dylan? Not much, but something. McLoughlin’s fascination with the Old
West was lifelong and knew no bounds. For many years he researched the Old West – collecting the
information, old books and magazines that would enable him to produce ‘The Encyclopedia of the
Old West’. It was another labour of love and it took years to complete – and the time devoted to it
was time when he could have been earning money through his art. As a result he was flat broke at an
age when he should have been saving for retirement, not that he ever did retire. After years of effort
he finally published his encyclopedia in the 1970s, but by then he had tragically missed the boat. The
fashion for the West had passed by and the book sold poorly and lost money. Nonetheless, it does
contain a significant section on John Wesley Hardin (there was actually a comic strip – ‘Texas
Killer’ – in one of the annuals). For those of you who don’t know the true story of Wes Hardin, here
is my precis of McLoughlin's potted biography. The words in quotes are his:

JohnWesley Hardin was born on 26 May 1853 at Bonham, Texas, making him a Gemini like Dylan.
His father, the Reverend James G Hardin named him John Wesley after the methodist preacher, but
it was not a prophetic choice. Hardin “would become the most sadistic killer ever to come out of the
Lone Star State”. His first killing was a black man who ‘shook a stick’ at him. Hardin was just 15 at
the time and, already on the run, was pursued by three cavalry troopers. He succeeded in killing all
three. Two more soldiers would die at Hardin’s hand before, on Christmas Day 1869, still only 16
years of age, Hardin killed a gambler, James Bradley, in an argument about a poker game. “This
shootout exposed Wes’ mean streak to a marked degree; Bradley was begging for mercy with two
bullets in his body when Hardin squeezed off four more shots”.
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By the spring of 1872 Hardin had probably killed 19 men. He then married a Jane Bowen and tried
to settle down to a horse dealing business. However, in August 1872 he got wounded in a gunfight
and then killed a police officer who tried to arrest him in his sick bed. After many more adventures,
Wes Hardin was eventually jailed for 25 years in 1877 on a charge of one murder. He served 16
years until his release in February 1894. He had been studying for the law and set up business as an
attorney in the winter of that year. He found it difficult to get business, though McLoughlin talks of
one customer as “the type of client who would jack up the eyelids of any male, a luscious blue-eyed
blonde who filled her clothes profusely in all the right areas”. This is McLoughlin in typical
hardboiled Chandleresque prose (and pose). This lady was a Mrs McRose with whom Hardin began
a fateful affair. One day Mrs McRose was arrested by a policeman, John Selman, for being drunk
and disorderly and firing her pistol on the street. Hardin had an argument with Selman’s father – a
man who had himself killed some 20 people. The outcome was that Selman Snr sought out Hardin in
a saloon in El Paso and gunned him down on 19 August 1895 – shot in the back.

So John Wesley Hardin was no ‘friend to the poor’, nor was it true that he was ‘never known to hurt
an honest man’. But then Dylan created Harding not Hardin – a character who is as much a myth as
the Bob Dylan created by Robert Zimmerman.

There is a personal tale behind this. It is true that I remember with great affection the ‘Buffalo Bill
Annuals’ of my childhood. However, I knew nothing of Denis McLoughlin or his role in them – and
I would not know now if I had not become a Freewheeler. You see, one day some 18 months ago I
was trying to think of something to write for my monthly contribution. I came up with the idea of an
article about the ‘Telegraph’ writings of Roy Kelly. As a result, and via the intervention of John
Wraith, a copy of my article was sent to Roy. He wrote to thank me and so began another valued
Dylan friendship – except that it is more than just Dylan we discuss. I forget how it happened but
one day I was reminiscing about childhood and mentioned the ‘Buffalo Bill Annuals’. Roy knew all
about McLoughlin and so here we are. 'The Encyclopedia of the Old West’ was even a gift to me
from Roy. So there’s a lot to be said for being a Freewheeler, you never know what it might bring.

Now, anyone want to hear the TRUE story of Pat Garrett and Billy The Kid?
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THE MISSIONARY TIMES
By J.R. Stokes
Like Ice, Like Fire
(Addressing The Night in ‘Visions of Johanna’)
Part 14: Parlez-vous Francais?
In my own personal never ending tour of ‘Visions of Johanna', it is time for some colour. With all
that has gone before I have really only made rough sketches for what will, one day, become the final
picture: a picture that be framed and hung with pride or, more likely, be stacked somewhere in the
attic among other creations, some of which are fine feather edged but others unfinished, unframed,
unfathomed, unnecessary and unlikely to see the light of day whilst I still can.
Before the colour however, let me review my sketch book. In the first 12 parts of this series on what
has been lauded as Dylan's ‘most perfect composition’ I have related what many others have found
in ‘Visions of Johanna' both in respect of performance and by way of their own interpretation of the
lyric. This culminated in part 12 of my series where I referred to the articles in previous
Freewheelin’s by Russell Blatcher and Patrick Webster: the former disclosing a particular insight to
the song that was suggested by the article’s subtitle ‘Through Pain to Salvation’; and the latter
dealing with the ‘ambiguity of gender’ displayed, not only in ‘Visions of Johanna' but also in other
songs from ‘Blonde on Blonde'. (91) Then came a large character sketch: that of Joan of Arc, aka
‘Saint Joan’, ‘The Maid of Orleans’ ‘La Purcelle’ and, as she named herself in her own shaking hand
on the 24th May 1431, ‘Jehanne’. For those who needed to be reminded and for others who needed to
be informed, I provided a short history of the life and times of Joan of Arc who was burned alive at
the age of 19 years for being an unacceptably successful, although female, Knight at Arms; for
having visions and for being a transvestite (92). Saint Joan certainly suffered serious mental and
physical pain before she found salvation and she was the epitome of gender ambiguity. She was set
on fire because of it. She was burned as a martyr which was in no way accidental. And, of course,
died because of those mystical visions.
So Joan of Arc is my constant monochrome background; my skeleton key. Now is the time for some
flesh and some colour. That comes in the shape of a few more players:

2. Enter Clinton Heylin, John Keats, George Bernard Shaw and a host
of French Kings
I suppose that, in the Dylan fraternity, you can’t get much more colourful than ‘Mad Dog’ Clinton
Heylin. He has provoked and provided us with all manner of thoughts and material that must have
enhanced our appreciation of the art of Bob Dylan over the last 20 years. I have taken a little of
Clinton’s colour and added it to my own palette. This is however strictly for the purpose of
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legitimate review and criticism only. No breach of copyright is intended: in other words, I couldn’t
afford to defend a law suit!
It is of one of those strange coincidences that what caused the break in my series on ‘Visions of
Johanna' i.e. my review of a John Green Day, is also where I bring Clinton Heylin into my picture.
The said break however was caused by the Second John Green Day held in August 2002 whereas the
start of my reference to Clinton Heylin arises from his talk given at the first John Green Day held in
March 2001 when Clinton endeavoured to further a topical debate which compared the works of Bob
Dylan to the great Romantic poet John Keats (1795 – 1821).
Clinton’s talk at the first John Green Day followed hard on the airwaves of the Radio 3 programme
‘Dylan Among The Poets’ that was written and presented by Professor Christopher Ricks and was
broadcast in February 2001. With one eye open to the ‘Is Dylan better than Keats?’ debate that had
previously been raised in the media, Professor Ricks’ stated intention in his programme was to set
Dylan among the poets… ‘and in the immediate vicinity of Keats,…….. because of what one of
Dylan’s great songs of recent years owes to a great poem by Keats. Dylan: ‘Not Dark’ from ‘Time
Out Of Mind’ – 1997 -; Keats: ‘Ode To A Nightingale’ – 1819’.
Professor Ricks then went on to compare and draw interesting and very convincing parallels between
these two compositions and indeed I have previously written at some length about that particular
broadcast (93). I am not however here to discuss a Dylan song from the nineties: my time on that is
done. I am of course concentrating on a perhaps more popular song from the sixties and in fact other
works by John Keats have been specifically linked to that song. Remember this extract from Robert
Shelton’s ‘No Direction Home: The Life and Music of Bob Dylan’:
‘Bill King’s doctoral thesis, “The Artist in the Marketplace” calls “Johanna” Dylan’s most
haunting and complex love song and his “finest poem”. He finds that the writer “constantly seeks to
transcend the physical world, to reach the ideal where the visions of Johanna become real. That can
never be, and yet life without the quest is worthless: this is the paradox at the heart of ‘Visions’, the
same paradox that Keats explored in his ‘Ode on a Grecian Urn’.’’ In the final two ambiguous lines
of the song, King is tantalized by the Keatsian ambiguity of the skeleton-key image, “suggesting both
death and the key which opens every door.”’’ (94)
Or, when considering the use of the word ‘nightingale’ by Dylan in a Dylan song, how about this
from Michael Gray’s doorstop publication ‘Song & Dance Man III – The Art of Bob Dylan’
‘This is not Bob Dylan’s first use of the nightingale in his compositions, nor the first to encourage a
sense of the presence of Keats behind the lines: a sense that Dylan is consciously reusing Keats’
association of the nightingale with the muse, the inspirational power of nature and mystery. There is
an early draft of ‘Visions of Johanna’ – a song that details a particular kind of life in the
contemporary city and speaks of the haunting visions that float above it – a draft which Dylan
records on two occasions ahead of the main ‘Blonde on Blonde’ sessions……in which he begins the
final verse like this:
The peddler he (now) steps to the road
Knowing everything’s gone which was owed
He examines the nightingale’s code
Still left on the fishtruck that loads
My conscience explodes’.
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That key phrase ‘the nightingales code’, a lovely and wonderfully short encapsulation of the core
idea of how unknowable is the mystery of nature’s music, is founded upon a familiarity with another
of Keats’ four great odes, the ‘Ode to a Nightingale’ a poem about both poetic inspiration and the
fear of it’s loss.’
As I said when I previously referred to this extract from SADManIII (95), it was quite an easy
connection for Michael Gray to make: ‘nightingale’s code’ (Bob Dylan) – ‘Ode To A Nightingale’
(John Keats); nothing that required amazing insight or profound understanding of Dylan’s work
there. Incidentally, Gray also repeats part of Bill King’s doctoral thesis, “The Artist in the
Marketplace” that was previously included in Robert Shelton’s biography on Dylan.
So there are some respected writers who have linked works by John Keats to Dylan songs and
indeed two separate works specifically to ‘Visions of Johanna'. There is however a third and, in my
view, more important poem by Keats that has been specifically linked to ‘Visions of Johanna' and
this is where Clinton Heylin re-enters the frame and I return to his talk given at the First John Green
Day in March 2001. I can do no better than repeat here the commentary that I wrote in April 2001
about Clinton’s talk:
‘Now one person who certainly does not like the aforementioned business of Performer versus Poet
is Clinton Heylin. In an engagingly scornful talk given at the First Annual John Green Memorial
Convention held at The Moat House Hotel, Northampton on the 31st March 2001, Clinton took the
debate full head on. In fact his stated method in the debate was to ‘ dissolve the relationship between
Dylan and Keats’. Now you always have to listen to Clinton because 90% of the time he is right and
even in that wayward 10% can be found some pearls of wisdom. Strangely, in my view, Clinton did
not ‘dissolve the relationship’ at all but instead added a substantial and highly meritorious
contribution to the debate. I do no not intend to over simplify matters when I say that Clinton’s
stance was that it was incorrect to compare Dylan’s ‘Not Dark Yet’ to Keats’ ‘Ode To A
Nightingale’ because, amongst other things, Keats’ poem was written when Keats was in his 20’s
and Dylan’s song was written when Dylan was in his 50’s. If a comparison should be made at all
then, Clinton contended, a fairer deal would be struck if you compared works by the artists when
they were at about the same age and in similar command of their artistic powers. Following this
argument, which has tremendous validity, Clinton went on to say that there are indeed two pieces of
work by Dylan and Keats that can be properly compared namely Dylan’s ‘Visions of Johanna’ and
Keats’ ‘La Belle Dame sans Merci: A Ballad’ . Despite the presence of the wonderfully acerbic M.C.
Keith Agar, Clinton was unafraid to disclose his feminine side by reading two verses from Keats love
poem/ballad.’ (93)
Although Clinton read only two verses of Keats’ ‘La Belle Dame sans Merci: A Ballad’ , I intend to
go the full hog and quote the entire poem as published in ‘The Oxford Book of English Verse’
which is edited, incidentally, by Professor Christopher Ricks:
O what can ail thee knight at arms,
Alone and palely loitering?
The sedge has withered from the lake,
And no birds sing.
O what can ail thee Knight at arms,
So haggard and so woe-begone?
The squirrel’s granary is full,
And the harvest’s done
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I see a lily on thy brow
With anguish moist and fever-dew,
And on thy cheeks a fading rose
Fast withereth too.
I met a lady in the meads
Full beautiful – a faery’s child,
Her hair was long, her foot was light,
And her eyes were wild.
I made a garland for her head,
And bracelets too, and fragrant zone;
She looked at me as she did love,
And made sweet moan
I set her on my pacing steed,
And nothing else saw all day long,
For sidelong would she bend, and sing
A faery’s song.
She found me roots of relish sweet,
And honey wild, and manna-dew,
And sure in language strange she said –
‘I love thee true’.
She took me to her elfin grot,
And there she wept and sighed full sore,
And there I shut her wild wild eyes
With kisses four.
And there she lullèd me asleep
And there I dreamed – Ah! Woe betide! –
The latest dream I ever dreamt
On the cold hillside
I saw pale kings and princes too,
Pale warriors, death-pale were they all;
They cried – ‘La Belle Dame sans Merci
Thee hath in thrall!’
I saw their starved lips in the gloam,
With horrid warning gapèd wide,
And I awoke and found me here,
On the cold hill’s side.
And this is why I sojourn here
Alone and palely loitering,
Though the sedge is withered from the lake,
And no birds sing.
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Clinton did not expand upon why he considered ‘Visions of Johanna’ could properly be compared to
‘La Belle Dame sans Merci: A Ballad’; perhaps he thought that, from the extracts of the poem that
he read, the link would be quite obvious. My link however is more literal and much more direct. It
simply relates to the words used in the first line of each composition:
Keats: ‘O what can ail thee, knight at arms?’
Dylan: ‘Ain’t it just like the night to play tricks when you’re tryin’ to be so quiet?’
The common denominator is in the words ‘night/knight’ and here, at the very beginning, is my first
perversion of the Dylan song because I want to lay down the idea that what Dylan could be singing
is:
‘Ain’t it just like the knight to play tricks when you’re tryin’ to be so quiet?’
the ‘knight’ of course being Saint Joan!
Now that clearly is impossible but there is in fact a famous literary precedent of Saint Joan returning,
after her death, to ‘play tricks’ on someone who is quiet in study. The ‘incident’ occurs in what is
probably one of the most famous fictional works about Joan of Arc namely George Bernard Shaw’s
play ‘Saint Joan’ written in 1924. In his play Shaw deals with Joan’s story from her being a maid
enthusiastic for battle in accordance with the requirements of her visions, to her transformation as a
fantastically successful knight at arms which saw the return to France of it’s rightful King, to her
betrayal and death by fire. Then there comes the epilogue, which is opened by Shaw’s graphic
description of how the scene should be set.:
‘A restless fitfully windy night in June 1456, full of summer lightning after many days of heat. King
Charles the Seventh of France, formerly Joan’s Dauphin, now Charles the Victorious, aged 51, is in
bed in one of his royal chateaux. …….Charles is not asleep: he is reading in bed, or rather looking
at the pictures in Fouquet’s Boccacio with his knees doubled up to make a reading desk. Beside his
bed on his left is a little table with a picture of the Virgin, lighted by candles of painted wax. The
walls are hung from ceiling to floor with painted curtains which stir at times in the draughts. At first
glance the prevailing yellow and red in these hanging pictures is somewhat flamelike when the folds
breathe in the wind.
The door is on Charle’s left, but in front of him close to the corner farthest from him. A large
watchman’s rattle, handsomely designed and gaily painted, is in the bed under his hand. Charles
turns a leaf. A distant clock strikes the half hour softly……..’
The tranquil mood set by the opening lines of ‘Visions of Johanna' is similar to Shaw’s scene
settings, including those ‘flamelike’ (Shaw) ‘lights flicker’ (Dylan) images and, after the entrance of
a servant in Shaw’s play, Saint Joan appears to play tricks on the King’s mind. Her entrance is eerily
set as follows:
‘A flash of summer lightning shews up the lancet window. A figure is seen in silhouette against it.
….. She is dimly seen in a pallid greenish light by the bedside.’
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So what is good enough for George Bernard Shaw must be good enough for Bob Dylan. The knight,
as in Joan of Arc, enters to disturb the tranquillity of mind in Shaw’s play and, as I have painted it,
that very same knight (not ‘night’) enters in the first line of Dylan’s song.
But this perversion of vocabulary does not end there. In the third line of the song there is a ‘handful
of rain’ and the temptation to defy it. That handful of ‘rain’, in my picture, is not a handful of ‘rain’
at all but a handful of ‘reign’. The words sound the same but their meanings are of course entirely
different and this was one of the main aspects of Joan’s visions: to alter the reign of the Kings of
France and England: to defy the reign of the victorious English by seeing to it that the deposed
Charles VII was crowned King of France. It is significant, to continue with my use of combat khaki
and parlance, that Dylan uses the word ‘conquer’ in the final line of his first verse. To ‘conquer’ (a
word derived from the Old French ‘conquerre’) is usually associated with the act of overcoming an
enemy in the course of war which was exactly what Joan of Arc was about: through the temptations
of her visions. And continuing further this sense of nobility brought about the reign of King Charles
we have, of course, later in the song, Dylan’s ‘Countess’. But perhaps more of her another time.
Now I came into this section of my picture on the back of John Keats poem ‘La Belle Dame sans
Merci: A Ballad’ and before I move on I wish to add a couple of additional strokes which relate to
the French Connection. The first is plainly obvious and it is that the title of Keats’ poem is,
uncommonly for Keats, in French; the second is in that name ‘Louise’, the girl who holds a handful
of reign. I wanted to find out more about the actual name ‘Louise’ so I asked Jeeves on the Internet.
The only information he could provide was that the name ‘Louise’ is the female version of the name
‘Louis’. Now, on asking him about ‘Lois’ Jeeves told me:
‘ an extremely common French name……..From the early Middle Ages onwards, it was very
frequently used in French royal and noble families. An archaic Latinized form of the name is Clovis,
and this is the form generally used for the Frankish leader (?466-511) who ended the Roman
domination over Gaul: Clovis defeated rival Germanic tribes, married the Burgundian princess
Clothilde, and founded the Frankish monarchy in what is now France. In 496 he and his followers
were converted to Christianity. Louis I (778-840) was the son of Charlemagne, who ruled both as
King of France and Holy Roman Emperor. Altogether, the name was borne by sixteen kings of
France up to the French Revolution, in which Louis XVI perished. Louis XIV, 'the Sun King' (16381715), reigned for seventy-two years (1643-1715), presiding in the middle part of his reign over a
period of unparalleled French power and prosperity’.
So, in any ones book, but in particular in that massive encyclopaedia tucked under the arm of
cybergiant servant Jeeves, the name ‘Louise’ has a lot to do with the reign in France. And so, of
course did the visions of Joan of Arc.

(91) Freewheelin 202. Part 12. ‘Like Ice, Like Fire.’
(92) Freewheelin 203. Part 13. ‘Like Ice, Like Fire.’
(93) Freewheelin 188
(94) Freewheelin 190. Part 2. ‘Like Ice, Like Fire.’
(95) Freewheelin 192. Part 4. ‘Like Ice, Like Fire.’
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